
RELIANT PREPS $1B+ CORPORATE LOAN 
FOR MINI-PERM REFINANCING
Houston-based Reliant Resources is preparing a corporate level loan that could top out at
$1.93 billion to pay off two non-recourse mini-perms maturing in the fourth quarter.
Bankers holding paper in the two project loans have been told by facility agents to expect
the new deal details around the middle of next month, says one project financier. Bill
Waller, treasurer at Reliant, declined all comment. 

(continued on page 11)

GERMAN GIANT EYES THREE-WAY TIE UP 
WITH CINERGY, DPL 
E.on is holding preliminary acquisition discussions with Ohio energy concerns Cinergy
and DPL to snap up both companies simultaneously upon the completion of its
acquisition of Louisville Gas and Electric. 

An official close to the negotiations says Cinergy and DPL, which have already held
merger discussions (PFR, 4/15), have yet to decide whether they are amenable to E.on.’s
advances. He adds that with all of these companies in tow, E.on, already Europe’s largest

(continued on page 11)

A Game Of Two Halves
RWE, E.ON SET TO BEST TXU, SCOTTISH HYDRO 
IN SOCCER SPONSORSHIP STAKES
Soccer, a wise commentator once observed, is a game of two halves. Nowhere will that famous

aphorism be more clearly demonstrated than in the divergent fates of
four European soccer teams sponsored by a quartet of the biggest

power companies in the world as the season draws to a close in
the coming weeks. And while executives at Germany’s E.on
and RWE are likely to be toasting with schnapps when the
season ends, their counterparts at TXU and Scottish Hydro-
Electric could be crying into their beer at the final whistle. 

(continued on page 12)

NRG PLANS TWO BRAZIL PROJECT LOANS 
NRG Energy, the Minneapolis-based independent power producer, plans to tap the bank
debt market for about $700 million in long-term non-recourse financing later this year to
refinance the construction costs of two generation projects in Brazil. A finance official at
NRG in Brazil says the plants, TermoRio (1,040 MW) in Rio de Janeiro and Itiquira
Energetica (160 MW) in Rondonopolis, were originally financed with equity, but the IPP
is now looking to leverage these investments.

The refinancing of TermoRio, which has already cost $900 million to build and could exceed
(continued on page 2)

Web Exclusive 
ANZ Investment Bank has set up a
dedicated group in London to focus on
financing the rapidly expanding
European and North American green
energy markets.

For the full story go to PFR’s Web site
(www.iipower.com)  

Canadian IPP To Build U.S.
Trading Desk
Ontario Power Generation plans to
build a 25-strong power-trading desk in
the Midwest to pave the way for a
massive asset acquisition drive south of
the Canadian border.

See story, page 2
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NiSource Eyes Equity Offering
Merrillville, Ind.-based NiSource is planning to issue equity as
part of an on-going effort to cut its leverage. The offering will
likely take place next spring and will come after the company
has refinanced part of its bank debt in the long-term capital
market, according to spokesman Bill Keegan. He was unable to
put a figure on the size of the stock issuance, but a recent
research note from Lehman Brothers suggests the deal could be
in the $500 million to $1 billion range. 

The size of the equity offering and the scope and timing of the
bank debt refinancing are dependent on a rate reduction
settlement with regulators for its Northern Indiana Public
Service subsidiary, says Keegan. NiSource is essentially waiting on
that issue and doesn’t have a firm sense about when it will be
resolved, he explains. The company currently has around $1.1
billion in short-term debt, including a recently finalized $500
million revolver (PFR, 4/1). 

OPG To Open U.S. Trading Office  
Ontario Power Generation will shortly open a 25-strong trading
office in the Midwest as part of its ambitious plan to become one of
the top 10 power generators in the U.S.  Graham Brown, coo of
OPG, says the company will use the trading office to learn about
the U.S. energy markets and then go out and buy assets. He says
OPG intends to make a slew of power plant acquisitions within the
next 24 months in the MAIN to Maine northeastern quadrant. 

“We don’t plan to grow the trading business beyond this size,”
says Brown. “But we need to demonstrate that we have core
competencies in the area of trading. It is a good way to understand
the market.” 

The company plans to finance acquisitions through the sale of
part of its 26,000 MW generation portfolio in Ontario (PFR, 2/25).
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$1 billion, will likely turn out to be the largest Brazilian power
project loan of the year, forecasts the NRG official. He says NRG
and its partners in the project are looking to raise $550 million in
project level debt. NRG ows 50% of the project, Petrobras owns
43% and a local Brazilian developer controls the remaining 7%.
The financier says NRG will send out requests for proposals
imminently to banks and plans to select an advisor shortly.
TermoRio, a natural gas-fired facility, is expected to become
operational this summer. 

Itiquira was initially funded with approximately $120 million of
equity capital and a $30 million bridge loan. Unibanco arranged
the bridge facility and also will advise on the upcoming project
loan, says the NRG official. He adds Banco Nacional de
Desenvolvimento (BNDES), Brazil’s state-owned development
bank, will also commit to the loan. Itiquira is 85% complete and
should come on line next quarter. Calls to officials at Unibanco,
BNDES and Petrobras were not returned.

The refinancing of these two projects coincides with Xcel
Energy’s recent decision to off load NRG’s international assets
(PFR, 4/14) following its bid to reacquire NRG. Uncertainty over
whether NRG will expand in Latin America following Xcel’s
purchase could make financing of the two Brazil projects tricky, says
one New York financier. If the sponsor appears to be exiting the
region it would be very difficult to attract banks, he argues, adding
lenders would probably demand structural enhancements to the
loan to protect the assets from being sold to weaker entities. 

The New York financier also argues that strong off-take
agreements would be crucial in convincing banks to come on
board. Both projects have power-purchase agreements in place, but
PFR could not ascertain details by press time. —A.L.A.

NRG PLANS
(continued from page 1)
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FPL May Need To Juice Equity Plan
Following Nuclear Purchase
Juno Beach, Fla.-based FPL Group may need to ratchet up the
$200-300 million in equity it plans to issue to fund its $836.6
million acquisition of an 88.2% stake in the Seabrook Nuclear
Generating Station to shore up its ratings status. In the wake
of the Seabrook announcement, Moody’s Investors Service put
the company on review for a possible downgrade because of
the debt associated with its growing unregulated portfolio and
nuclear acquisition. 

Company officials told analysts recently they will be
meeting with the agencies to discuss financing plans and stave
off a possible downgrade. However, the agencies may still need
to see a higher equity contribution, according to a research
note from analysts at Lehman Brothers. A company
spokeswoman says the acquisition is expected to close at the
end of the year and will be financed through equity and debt.
She had no comment on the rating issue.

PSEG Plots Equity Issuance 
To Bulk Up War Chest
Newark, N.J.-based PSEG plans to tap the stock market this
year to increase the size of its acquisition war chest. CFO
Tom O’Flynn told analysts in a recent conference call the
company had planned to issue stock—or an equity-like
structure—next year, but is now looking at doing the deal in
2002. The financing will come under a $1.5 billion debt and
equity shelf filed last week. The shelf is geared toward
funding general corporate purposes and can be used to fund
acquisitions, says spokesman Paul Rosengren. He adds the
changing time frame reflects the fact the prices for power
assets are low at the moment and that could create
opportunities for the company.

The size of the equity deal has not been set, and Rosengren
notes that under the filing with the Securities and Exchange
Commission both debt and equity can be issued. He was
unable to comment on whether any banks have been lined up
for the offering, or on the process for selecting firms ahead of
press time.

PSEG is also winding down a series of meetings with the
credit rating agencies, who the company says are
comfortable with current plans and the power concern’s
leverage ratios. Total debt/capital for PSEG was 68% at the
end of the first quarter, excluding securitization-related debt,
according to a recent research note from Lehman Brothers.
Rosengren says rating issues are not the main reason behind
the equity issuance.

Goldman Hires CSFB Analyst
Goldman Sachs has snagged Jean-Hugues de Lamaze, a
Continetal European utility equity research analyst at Credit
Suisse First Boston, in a similar position. When Lamaze
joins in May he will work alongside Philip Green, Goldman’s
equity analyst for U.K. utilities in London. Green notes that
Lamaze is replacing Isabelle Hayen who moved over to utility
investment banking at Goldman at the beginning of this year
(PFR, 1/21). Calls to Roger Reynolds, senior utility analyst
at CSFB, were not returned. 

Shell Consortium Set To Win 
Dutch Wind Deal
Nuon and Shell International Renewables (SIR), a wind and
solar energy unit of oil giant Shell, have been named the
preferred bidder to develop a 100 MW off-shore wind farm at
Egmond, the Netherlands, and are likely to finance the deal
with non-recourse debt, says an official at SIR. He adds the
consortium has retained ING to advise on financing. 

Peter Pjiper, ING’s head of project finance for the
European power sector, says any project-level financing
would likely mark the first non-recourse loan tied to an
offshore wind project. He adds funding is likely to be in the
EUR100 million region and notes a syndicated loan could
reach the market early next year. 

Shell and Nuon beat out rival bids from E.on Benelux and
consortiums led by Siemens and Electrabel in the tender
conducted by the Dutch Ministry For Economic Affairs. 

TXU To Fund Garden State
Acquisition With Cash
TXU has purchased a 122 MW combined-cycle cogeneration
facility in New Jersey from Conectiv for $36 million and plans
to finance the deal with cash on hand, according to Carol
Peters, a spokeswoman at TXU. While the purchase is small
for a company of TXU’s size, she notes the deal is significant as
it’s the Dallas-based company’s first generation acquisition
outside of Texas and is part of a plan to expand further in the
Northeast, with an emphasis on the New Jersey and
Massachusetts markets. Peters says TXU has set aside some
$700-800 million in cash to fund further acquisitions and pay
down debt. Betty Kennedy, a spokeswoman at Conectiv, did
not return calls. 

The facility is situated in Pedricktown, was built in 1992
and provides power to more than 100,000 retail customers in
the southwestern corner of the Garden State.
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E.on‘s Timing Seen Souring 
RWE’s Prospects
The timing of E.on’s announcement that it would follow smartly
on the heels of its German rival RWE with an even larger sterling
and euro-denominated bond deal has led to accusations of dirty
play. E.on announced its EUR5-7 billion deal on April 19, the
very day RWE priced its EUR5 billion offering. News of the
offering was leaked to the press three days earlier, note bankers. 

“If you were to ask me whether E.on was looking to sour our
deal then the answer would have to be yes,” says one City banker
involved in the RWE transaction. He adds E.on was likely
concerned that once investors had gorged on RWE’s jumbo deal
that they would have little appetite for any more German utility
paper. E.on’s announcement may have made investors more
cautious about buying large amounts of RWE paper, adds the
banker. Calls to Josef Nelles, assistant v.p. of media relations at
E.on were not returned.

The E.on deal is likely to match RWE’s offering in terms of
structure, if not size, say analysts, with the utility issuing five- and
10-year euro-denominated paper and longer-dated sterling bonds.
Jeff Birch, an analyst at Morgan Stanley, and Marc Watton, an
analyst at BNP Paribas—neither of which are working on the E.on
deal—forecast the five-year deal will price in the low 40 basis point
range over euro swaps, against RWE’s 54 basis point spread. E.on
would like to achieve pricing closer to Electricité de France’s 20s
benchmark, but given investor feedback its unlikely to achieve this,

says Watton. Birch says both German names offer downside risk
given their aggressive expansion plans across Europe and the U.S.
and he warns fund managers that selling RWE paper to make room
for E.on is akin to “jumping out of the frying pan into the fire.”    

IBJ Head Leaves As Part 
Of Mizuho Reshuffle
Roger Conlin, head of power and utilities for Europe and the
Middle East at International Bank of Japan in London, has left
the firm as part of its three-way tie-up to form Mizuho. Although
IBJ, Fuji Bank and Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank merged formally
some 18 months back, the corporate banking business was only
fully intergrated recently, explain financiers.

Arun Shori, head of power at Fuji, has taken the senior power
role at Mizuho and reports to Mike Smith, head of power, shipping
and aircraft financing. Shori, a former Enron International
executive in India, says Conlin is retaining a consultancy role at
Mizuho. He declined further comment on the reorganization.

Prior to the three-way merger, IBJ was seen as the most active of
the three Japanese banks in the European and Middle Eastern power
sector and has led a number of big ticket power project finance deals
in recent years. AES was one of Conlin’s biggest clients, note
financiers. Under Conlin’s leadership IBJ led the GBP122.16 million
($198 million) non-recourse financing for AES Barry in the U.K.
(PFR, 5/25/99) and late last year was one of the lead banks on AES’
$572 million Ras Lafan loan in the Middle East. 

Financing Record (APRIL 18 - APRIL 25)

Bonds
Issue Maturity Issuer Country Amount Price Type of Coupon Spread  Moody S&P Bookrunner(s)
Date ($ mil) Security (%) to Treasury
04/18/02 04/29/05 Iberdrola International Netherlands 89.1 100 Float Rate Nts Floats - A1 A+ DrKW
04/18/02 10/26/12 RWE Finance Netherlands 1335.8 99.486 Fxd/Straight Bd 6.125 100 A1 AA- BNP/WESTLB/SSB
04/18/02 06/03/13 RWE Finance Netherlands 1084.1 99.542 Fxd/Straight Bd 6.375 105 A1 AA- HSBC/JPM
04/18/02 06/03/30 RWE Finance Netherlands 1156.3 98.819 Fxd/Straight Bd 6.25 115 A1 AA- HSBC/JPM
04/18/02 10/26/07 RWE Finance Netherlands 2226.3 99.505 Fxd/Straight Bd 5.5 82 A1 AA- BNP/WESTLB/SSB
04/19/02 04/19/05 Iljin Electric South Korea 15.2 93.16 Fxd/Straight Bd 6 - - - GOODMORNING-SEC
04/23/02 05/07/09 Kaerntner Elektrizitaets Austria 133.4 100.821 Fxd/Straight Bd 5.5 61 NA AA- HYPVER
04/24/02 05/08/12 CLP Power Hong Kong Financing Hong Kong 300 99.397 Fxd/Straight Bd 6.25 105 A3 A+ HSBC/MORGAN STANLEY/SSB
04/24/02 04/30/32 Duquesne Light U.S. 100 100 PINES 6.7 101 Aaa AAA SSB
04/24/02 04/24/04 Edelnor Peru 5.6 Market Bonds 6.3 - - - CONTINENTAL/CITICORP

M&A
Date Date Target Target Target Country Acquiror Acquiror Acquiror Deal Value 
Announced Effective Name Advisors Name Advisors Country ($mil)
04/18/02 04/18/02 Central Nevada Utilities - U.S. Utilities Inc - U.S. 5.5
04/19/02 - Italmetano Citta Lazard Italy Italcogim - Italy -
04/19/02 04/19/02 Poznanskie Wodociagi - Poland RWE Umwelt - Germany 7.93
04/19/02 - Toledo Power - Philippines Mirant Toledo Holdings - Philippines -
04/22/02 - Lattice Group JP Morgan/ U.K. National Grid Group NM Rothschild /CSFB/ U.K. 18439.947

Cazenove/Hoare Govett Merrill Lynch
04/23/02 - Gestion de Aguas de Aragon - Spain Aguas de Barcelona - Spain -
04/23/02 - Interagua(Aguas de Barcelona) - Spain Aguas de Barcelona - Spain 22.879
04/23/02 04/23/02 Planergy International - U.K. Chevron Energy Solutions - U.S. -

Source: Thomson Financial Securities Data Company. For more information, call Rich Peterson at (973) 645-9701.
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Progress Takes Out Generation
Acquisition-Related C.P.
Raleigh, N.C.-based Progress Energy recently tapped the bond
market for $800 million to pay down a commercial paper
program that had swelled following its $345 million
acquisition of two power plant projects in Georgia. Tom
Sullivan, treasurer, says the company had planned to issue
longer-maturity debt to reduce the c.p. program, but the
February acquisition of the LG&E Energy assets was also a
driver. He notes that aside from the ticket price, Progress also
is funding construction of one of the facilities. 

The notes were split into a $350 million, 6.05% five-year
tranche and a $450 million, 6.85% 10-year leg. Banc of
America Securities and Salomon Smith Barney led the deal
because “It was their turn,” Sullivan says. Progress rotates

lead slots on financings among a group of banks which
participate in its credit facilities, after also looking at the
firm’s capabilities in the particular planned financing, he
explains.

Sullivan says another motivation for taking down the level
of c.p. funding has been the occasional investor skittishness in
that market over the last year. While Progress has not seen any
significant denial of access or spike in funding prices, he says,
the market has displayed more jitters and investors have
become much more selective. That made it attractive to seek
out more secure, long-term funding. 

The acquired plants are the Walton County project in
Monroe, Ga., which is a 460 MW natural gas-fired plant
placed in service last June, and the Washington County project
near Sandersville, Ga., a 600 MW natural gas-fired plant
expected to be operational by June next year.

Corporate Strategies

Florida Municipal Locks 
In Fixed Rates
A low interest-rate environment has prompted the Florida
Municipal Power Agency to lock in funding costs by calling
floating-rate notes with two fixed-coupon bond deals. The
Orlando-based agency tapped the bond market recently with
$45.8 million and $85 million of fixed-rate revenue bond
offerings to refinance FRNs issued to help fund the
construction of the Stanton and Stanton II generation projects,
respectively. 

Michael McCain, an agency spokesman in Orlando, notes
that until now both power projects had been predominantly
funded through variable-rate debt. “While the strategy
resulted in significant savings for many years, we felt it was
time to lock in fixed rates at the current low level. As a
result of the financing, each project will have about 75% of
its debt in fixed-rate bonds and 25% in variable-rate bonds,”
he says. 

Prior to this offering, the FMPA had approximately
$110 million of both variable and subordinated debt
associated with the projects, according to Orli Almog, an
analyst at Fitch Ratings. The New York rating agency
awarded the deals single A ratings because of credit wraps
provided by AMBAC Financial and Financial Services
Authority.

The $45.8 million issue was underwritten by Morgan
Stanley, has maturities ranging from 2003-2018 and coupons
varying between 3% and 5.5%. Bear Stearns arranged the

larger deal. It has tenors ranging from one to 20 years, and
coupons of 3-5.5%. The bonds were priced on April 18 and
are expected to close on April 30.

The FMPA, formed in 1978, is a non-profit organization
comprised of 29 electric utilities.

Duke Taps Market Twice 
Duke Capital, a subsidiary of Charlotte, N.C.-based Duke
Energy, tapped the bond market twice recently with a
$100 million offering of two-year floating-rate notes and a
$250 million retail offering of 20-year fixed-coupon bonds.
David Hauser, senior v.p. and treasurer, says the energy
concern decided to come to market now to take advantage
of the favorable interest-rate environment and investor
demand for Duke paper. Duke Capital is the holding
company for Duke’s unregulated businesses. 

Hauser says Duke was originally considering issuing
commercial paper rather than MTNs, but eventually decided
to opt for the bonds to avoid having to refinance the debt
every 30, 60 or 90 days. He adds that the company chose to
issue the larger offering with a 20-year maturity because there
was a great deal of interest among retail investors for a long-
dated deal.      

Goldman Sachs led both the institutional and retail
offerings. The $100 million floating-rate issue was rated A3/A
and was priced at LIBOR plus 85 basis points. The larger
bond, received a triple-A  credit wrap from AMBAC Financial
and pays a 6.6% coupon.
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NRG Eyes Latin Expansion
Despite plans by its future parent to divest much of
its Latin American portfolio, Minneapolis- based

NRG Energy remains on the lookout for acquisitions in the region.
The IPP is on the hunt for hydroelectric and gas-fired plants to
increase its exposure in the region and take advantage of low asset
valuations, according to an NRG official. “We are looking for assets
throughout all of Latin America, but the hottest area is Brazil, so we
have been focusing on this country in particular,” he explains.    

The official says, NRG has been evaluating a number of assets it
would like to acquire and plans to strike when prices come down.
“We’re in a buyer’s market, so we’ll only buy assets when prices are
really low. We are involved in a wait and see game,” he says.

Meanwhile, just last week Xcel Energy—a utility holding
company that has announced plans to repurchase the 26% stake in
NRG is doesn’t own—hired Deutsche Bank to market NRG’s
Latin America business (PFR, 4,22). The move is part of plans to
improve liquidity and reduce NRG’s debt load. It expects to make a
decision this summer on what assets to sell. Lisa Bader, an NRG
spokeswoman, declined all comment and calls to bankers at
Deutsche Bank were not returned.

Andre Meade, an analyst at Commerzbank in New York, says
that given NRG’s financial condition, it probably wouldn’t be able
to purchase assets until the third or fourth quarters of this year at
the earliest. He explains that in a relatively short period of time
NRG has been weakened by liquidity issues and as a result is being
acquired by Xcel. Meade adds that as NRG does not own a lot of
generation in Latin America (1,106 MW) and needs capital, it
would make more sense to divest rather than bulk up in the region.

CMS Postpones LatAm Sale
Dearborn, Mich.-based CMS Energy has decided to delay the sale
of its Latin America assets until market conditions improve and
interest from potential buyers in the region returns, says a New York
banker. J.P. Morgan was hired late last year to shop the assets.
Bankers at Morgan and Kelly Farr, a spokesman at CMS, did not
return calls. 

CMS is the third U.S. power concerns to ice its Latin American
divestiture plans. AES also decided to hold off on the sale of its
assets in the region and Enron has made a complete U-turn in that
it is now looking to keep them as an integral part of a new entity
being spun off (PFR, 4/22).  

David Parker, a utility analyst at Robert W. Baird in Tampa,
Fla., says, “Conditions in the region cannot get any worse, so
waiting for the market to improve is a prudent move. CMS’ assets
will probably fetch a better price down the road.” He adds that
CMS could wait a couple of quarters, even a year to sell them
because it isn’t in a position where it needs the extra capital
immediately. A Latin American utility analyst in New York explains
that the region is turning around, but it will take awhile before
companies begin looking there again to buy assets.

CMS’ Latin American portfolio includes three Argentine
generators, the 128 MW Ensenada gas-fired plant near Buenos
Aires, a 90% stake in the 520 MW CT Mendoza gas-fired plant
and a 17% stake in the 1,320 MW Hydroelectrica El Chocon
plant. Additionally, CMS is selling Grupo Compahnia Paulista de
Energia Electrica, an electric utility with 146,000 customers in
Brazil and Sistema Electrico de Nueva Esparta, a utility serving
90,000 customers in Venezuela. 

Latin America

You 
read
it here
first!
PFR keeps the 
lights on while 
other publications 
leave you in the dark.
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XCEL TO PUT AFFILIATE NRG’S

INTERNATIONAL ASSETS UP FOR SALE

Xcel Energy is planning to put affiliate NRG Energy’s entire

5.4 GW international plant portfolio and trading operations

up for sale once their merger is approved and is in the process

of selecting banks to advise on the process. 

A power sector M&A banker whose firm is courting Xcel

for the lucrative sale advisory mandate says the utility began

holding a beauty parade with the great and the good of

Wall Street last Monday and
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Generation Glut To Keep 
Volatility Low
Even with the deluge of project cancellations, the U.S. power
markets are facing the addition of 150,000 MW of fresh
capacty by 2005, inflating reserve margins and therefore
quelling volatility in power prices, according to George Given,
senior economist at consultant Henwood Energy Services. He
told the conference that this level of additional capacity will
send reserve margins to 20-30% in many markets and even as
high as 40% in some markets. “[The 150,000 MW] is well
above what is needed for any reasonable reliability criteria,” he
said, adding this will keep power price volatility at low levels.
On a much longer-term horizon, however, the view is more
positive for power generators and traders. Henwood is
forecasting that by 2015 the market will need 175,000 MW of
new capacity to meet demand increases, Given said.

NYMEX Plots Re-entrance 
Via Clearing 
The New York Mercantile Exchange is looking to start
allowing members to clear over-the-counter gas and power
trades, as part of its aimed re-entry in to the power trading
market. Brad Leach, senior director, told the conference the
exchange is already offering an e-confirmation function for
trading. The exchange is looking at ways of ensuring liquidity
is higher in its hub power contracts when they eventually
relaunch, and it views clearing as a way of generating interest
and improving liquidity. NYMEX delisted its power trading
contracts in February because of lackluster trading on some of
the hubs, and is currently looking at which contracts should be
fired up again. 

The timeframe for OTC clearing has not been
determined, but Leach said the exchange board views the
move as a high priority. Clearing will be limited to trades of
six months, or shorter, and the trades will have to conform to
standard contracts, the details of which are still being worked
on, he explained.

Of the contracts that may be resurrected when OTC clearing
is launched, Cinergy, PJM West and Mid-Columbia are liquid
enough to be of interest, Leach said. 

Panda Sees A Changed 
Merchant World 
Underscoring the change in financing sentiment for merchant
development, Dave Freeman, senior v.p. at Panda International,
told attendees that while the Teco Power/Panda $2.2 billion
loan from last year received many plaudits, the ground rules are
different this year. “That deal is not going to get done today,” he
said, referring to the pure merchant exposure and the size of the
bank facility for the 4,350 MW development.

However, Freeman believes banks will still commit to
merchant financings, but there will need to be larger equity
contribution from project sponsors. The Teco/Panda loan had
a debt to equity split of 60/40 for the facility, which was made
up of a $1.675 billion non-recourse senior credit facility and a
$500 million equity bridge. Another key element that will
determine bank appetite is project management competency,
he told PFR. Banks will increasingly look at the ability of
sponsors and officials to deal with issues such as energy
contract management. 

NYC Tops Watch List 
For Summer Trouble
New York City topped a number of speaker lists for the market
most likely to face a supply crunch this summer. “New York is
in trouble. Big trouble,” according to John O’Brien, principal
at consultant Skipping Stone, during a session on
transmission. Kevin Howell, president at Dominion Energy
Clearinghouse, also picked the Big Apple as a location most
susceptible to power price spikes this summer. “There is still a
very low reserve margin [in New York City],” he told the
audience in a separate Q&A session. 

The problem for the City is the growth in power usage,
coupled with the fact no new generation capacity has been
built to supply the city for so long, O’Brien told PFR later.
Also, there is the difficulty in developing additional
transmission capacity in an area so densely populated. He
added that in many ways New York lucked out last summer,
with mild  weather that only headed into the 90s once.

California remains another hot spot, according to Howell
and Dave Freeman, senior v.p. at Panda International. 

The Power Marketing Association Conference

The Power Marketing Association held its annual Spring power trading and sales conference amid the faux-medieval splendor of the
Excalibur Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas April 17-18. Some 100 attendees and speakers, made up primarily of power company officials,
focused on the post-Enron world and dealing with the capital crunch for IPPs. Senior Reporter Peter Thompson filed the following reports:
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Element Plots Power, Gas Trading
For Weather
Element Re is looking to start offering cross-commodity
weather products and is developing a gas and power
trading capability to support the effort. Charlie Collins,
v.p., said the products will feature structured payouts

around weather and gas and power prices. The offerings are
part of a broadening of the product line for the Stamford,
Conn.-based shop, which has also started actively
marketing load demand derivatives. Collins explained that
the payout in these structures can be aimed at hedging
against cooler summers, which result in a lower load and
falling volumes.  

The Power Marketing Association Conference (cont’d)

Seen & Heard

• This was the conference’s third year in the city Bugsy
built. Hotel availability and better transport links make for
less hassle than the swankier confines of Scottsdale, Ariz.,
which hosted the event for the previous five years,
according to organizers. But having to pass through the
clouds of cigarette smoke hanging over the slot jockeys in
the no frills Excalibur casino took its toll on some
attendees. “These people make me sick,” confided one,
referring to the sweat-pant wearing hoards.

• Market timing is everything. Charlie Collins, v.p. in the
weather team at Element Re, told the meeting,  “My first job
was with Enron. I left in ’99. Good timing.” He then qualified
his good fortune by noting he didn’t time his exit from the
defunct Houston-trader’s stock plan quite so well.

• Providing a welcome relief from dreary, lawyer boilerplate
warnings from speakers at quoted companies, Dave Freeman,
senior v.p. at Panda International, reflected on one bonus of
working for a privately held company. Launching straight into
his speech, he said, “I’m not up here selling stock.”

Generation Auction & Sale Calendar
Following is a directory of ongoing generation asset sales. The accuracy of the information, which is derived from many
sources, is deemed reliable but cannot be guaranteed. To report new auctions or changes in the status of a sale, please call
Will Ainger, managing editor, at (44-20) 7303-1735 or e-mail wainger@euromoneyplc.com.

Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
American Electric Power/ Northeastern units 3 & 4 Okla. 300 Coal N/A Reviewing sale strategies.
Central and Southwest Corp. Lon C. Hill Texas 546 Gas

Nueces Bay Texas 559 Gas
Ennis S. Joslin Texas 249 Gas

ADWEA Um Al Nar Abu Dhabi 1,100 Gas & Water Desalination CSFB Expected to send out RFPs in December.

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Syracuse N.Y. 100 CHP Navigant Final bids due by late Nov.
Beaver falls N.Y. 100 CHP
Niagara falls N.Y. 52 Coal

CMS Energy Loy Yang Melbourne, Australia 2,000 Coal Not chosen Announced intention to sell.
Ensenada Argentina 128 Gas-fired J.P. Morgan
CT Mendoza Argentina 520 Gas-fired J.P. Morgan
El Chocon Argentina 1,320 Hydroelectric J.P. Morgan

DPL All plants Ohio 3,500 N/A Morgan Stanley

Enel Eurogen Italy 7,008 Various - Having sold Elettrogen it will sell one of two 
Interpower Italy 2,611 - other generation portfolios shortly.

Enron Bahia Las Minas Panama 355 Various PwC Intention to sell.
Pueto Quetzal Guatemala 110 (administrator)
PQPLLC Guatemala 124
Margarita II Nicaragua 70.5
EcoElectrica Puerto Rico 507
Puerto Plata Dominican Republic 185
Cuiaba Brazil 480
Nowa Sarzyna Poland 116
Sarlux Italy 551

Trakya Turkey 478
Chengdu Cogen China 284
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Enron Northern Marianas Guam 80 PwC Intention to sell.
Bantagas Philippines 110 (administrator)
Dabhol India 2,184
Subic Bay Philippines 116
Teesside U.K. 1875 
Wilton U.K. 154

IVO Energy Brigg U.K. 240 Gas BNP Paribas Preparing information memo.
South Humber U.K. 1,240 Gas
Grangemouth*** U.K. 130 Gas
Edenderry Ireland 120 Peat

Independent Energy Various U.K. 130 N/A KPMG KPMG is handling the asset sale after 
Independent Energy went into receivership. 

MARCOR Remediation - Calif. 5.7 Wood - -
(A broker acting for an
undisclosed seller)

Niagara Mohawk Power Nine Mile Point 1 N.Y. 1,614 Nuclear N/A Awaiting bids.
Nine Mile Point 2 N.Y. 1,140 Nuclear N/A

North Atlantic Energy Seabrook* N.H. 408 Nuclear N/A Must be sold by Dec. 2003. 

Oman (Ministry of Housing, Rusail Oman 730 Gas - -
Electricity & Water) Ghubratt  Oman 507 CHP

Wad Al-Jazzi Oman 350 Gas

Ontario Power Generation Lennox Ontario 2,140 Oil, gas Merrill Lynch & Expects to sell Lennox and Lakeview shortly.
Lakeview Ontario 1,140 Coal Scotia Capital-
Atikokan Ontario 215 Coal
Thunder Bay Ontario 310 Coal
Mississagi River Ontario 490 Hydro

Pacific Gas & Electric 68 Plants Calif. 3,800 Hydro Morgan Stanley Awaiting PUC approval. Expect sale to close 
shortly. 

Public Service Co. of New Merrimack N.H. 475.8 Coal J.P. Morgan Subject to approval for rate settlement by PUC 
Hampshire (Northeast Utilities) Newington N.H. 415 Oil/gas and state legislature.

Schiller N.H. 146.6 Oil/gas
Lost Nation N.H. 19.1 Diesel
Merrimack N.H. 42.2 Diesel

Public Service Co. of New Schiller N.H. 18 Diesel Subject to approval for rate settlement by PUC 
Hampshire (Northeast Utilities) White Lake N.H. 23 Diesel and state legislature.

Amoskeag N.H. 17.5 Hydro
Ayers Island N.H. 9.1 Hydro
Canaan Vt. 1.1 Hydro
Eastman Falls N.H. 6.5 Hydro
Garvins Falls N.H. 12.1 Hydro
Gorham N.H. 2.1 Hydro
Hoolsett N.H. 1.95 Hydro
Jackman N.H. 3.55 Hydro
Smith N.H. 14.2 Hydro

Reliant Resources Reliant Energy Power Netherlands 3,476 Mixture Merrill Lynch Is looking to seal sale imminently
Generation Benelux
Argener Argentina 160 CHP - -

ScottishPower Hazelwood Victoria, Australia 1,600 Coal CSFB Final bids due shortly.

TXU Lake Creek Texas 323 Gas Merrill Lynch Reviewing sales strategy.
Tradinghouse Texas 1,340
River Crest Texas 110
Mountain Creek Texas 893
Parkdale Texas 327
North Main Texas 123

Monticello Texas 1,900 Coal Merrill Lynch Is looking to sell an undisclosed number of its 
Martin Lake Texas 2,250 coal assets.
Big Brown Texas 1,150
Sandow Texas 545

Wisconsin Energy Bridgeport Conn. 1,100 (combined) - - Has put up for sale following collaspe 
New Haven Conn. 1,100 (combined) of NRG deal.

* North Atlantic Energy owns 34.8% of Seabrook
*** Fortum owns 75% of Grangemouth. Mitsubishi owns the remainder.  

Generation Auction & Sale Auction (cont’d)
Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
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Europe
• AES’ bankrupt Fifoots Point power station in the U.K. is
expected to find a buyer by the middle of next month, according
to a partner at KPMG, which is handling the sale. More power
companies than expected have expressed an interest in the coal-
fired station, according to Richard Hill, the plant’s administrative
receiver. Innogy, the biggest U.K. electricity supplier, may bid for
the plant according to Brian Senior, head of trading and asset
management (Bloomberg, 4/21).

• National Grid, monopoly owner of the electricity grid in
England and Wales, plans to acquire U.K. gas distributor,
Lattice, in a deal worth about GBP6.3 billion ($9 billion).
The merger brings together two national monopolies and
creates the U.K.’s largest energy utility with a market value
of around GBP14.8 billion and GBP14.3 billion of debt.
The takeover values Lattice at around GBP1.83 per share,
only a small premium over the previous day’s close of
GBP1.72 (Reuters, 4/22).

• Italian energy giant Enel has launched the sale of its third
generating company Interpower. Offers for the 2,611 MW
company have to be placed by May 13. Interpower is the
smallest of the three genco’s Enel has to sell in order to comply
with a law on energy sector liberalization requiring it to shed
15,000 MW of generating capacity by 2003 (Reuters, 4/21).

• Slovakia is set to privatize its three regional power distributors
to E.on and RWE of Germany and Electricité de France in sales
that are expected to total more than $500 million. After
receiving improved offers, the government’s steering committee
recommended Eon’s bid for ZSE, the western Slovak distributor,
and RWE’s offer for VSE, the smaller eastern Slovak distributor.
The committee has yet to decide on two bids for SSE, the
central Slovak distributor, but EdF is tipped to be chosen
(Financial Times, 4/22). 

• Four energy groups have been shortlisted to bid for
SEEBOARD, the south-east of England electricity supplier
being sold by American Electric Power. The short-listed
companies are Electricité de France, E.on of Germany, TXU
and Scottish & Southern. All of the bidders have existing
supply businesses in the U.K. The sale is expected to fetch

some GBP1.3 billion ($1.9 billion) to GBP1.5 billion
(Financial Times, 4/23). 

U.S. & Canada
• California will save $3.5 billion having reworked terms on
eight contracts with four power companies, including Calpine.
The San Jose-based IPP signed four deals worth $11.7 billion
that accounted for about 25% of the power the state arranged
during the Californian power crisis. The length of the state’s
longest deal, a 20-year PPA with Calpine, will be cut in half.
In total, the state trimmed eight contracts with four companies
from $15 billion to $11.4 billion (Associated Press, 4/22). 

• The California Independent System Operator said the state
should have enough electricity to get through the hot summer
months, but warned voluntary energy conservation remained
critical. The Golden State ISO said, in its summer 2002
assessment, that more than 4,300 MW of generating capacity
has been added since January 2001, when the first blackouts
rolled through the state (Reuters, 4/22). 

• The energy committee of the New York Senate has approved a
bill to extend the state’s power plant siting law through 2007 and
to reduce the timetable for approving new generators. The bill,
which would shave four months off the year-long process for
permitting new plants and cut another two months off the
timetable for approving units built on existing industrial sites, now
will move to the Senate rules committee (Dow Jones, 4/23).

• Williams Communications filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy-court protection after weeks of trying to rework
nearly $6 billion in debt. The filing comes after striking a deal
to distribute all its equity to bondholders and former parent
company Williams (Wall Street Journal, 4/23).

• Northwest Utilities has floated a proposal that would
reduce the role of the federal government in marketing power
from its hydroelectric dams. Under the plan the Bonneville
Power Administration, the U.S. agency that markets power
from federal dams in the West, would slice output among
utilities, rather than agreeing to provide a fixed amount of
power, which sometimes requires the agency to dip into the
spot market (Wall Street Journal, 4/24).

The Weekly Recap is a summary of publicly reported power news stories. The information has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but PFR does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy.

Weekly Recap
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The exact size of the facility and whether Reliant has
selected lead arrangers could not be determined, but one
banker says it will likely at least cover the $1.2 billion
Orion Power Midwest project loan, which is the first to
mature in October. He adds it would make sense to
refinance the $730 million Orion Power New York at the
same time given that it matures just two months later. 

The two facilities, which were among the first mini-perm
financings in the late 1990s, became Reliant’s responsibility
with its $2.9 billion acquisition of Baltimore-based Orion
Power, which took effect last month.

As an investment-grade company, Reliant is looking for a
corporate-level loan to cut the cost of funding, says one
banker. The 2.5-year Orion Power Midwest facility was priced
at 137.5 over LIBOR for the first year and stepped up to a 200
basis point spread. The 3.5-year Orion Power New York
facility launched at 137.5 basis points over LIBOR and topped
at a 175 basis point spread, says one holder of the paper. He
adds that given the likely size of the corporate deal, it’s up for
debate what pricing the market will ask from Reliant. “You
can’t be too cheap on pricing, but [Reliant] has gotten
aggressive terms from its banks in the past,” he reflects.

How the market will deal with the wave of mini-perms
falling due over the next few years has been a question vexing a
number of bankers (PFR, 2/4). One financier says Reliant’s
route in using corporate level loans might not be an option for
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FIVE EASY WAYS TO ORDER:

Fuel Cell Co. Seeks Funds
To Stave Off Bankruptcy
ZeTek Power, a London-based fuel cell
developer, is looking to raise $10-12
million in private equity by Dec. 7 to
fend off bankruptcy. The company was
pushed to the brink of collapse last
month when one of its private equity
investors, Texaco, decided to walk
away from a private financing round.

See story, page 3
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DUKE SEEN BUYING CMS PLANT DOWN UNDER
Duke Energy International is close to purchasing CMS Energy’s 50% stake in a 
2,000 MW coal-fired plant in Australia, says an official familiar with the matter. While
neither party would comment on the pending asset sale, Peter Barnett, a spokesman at
CMS in Dearborn, Mich., says it is close to finding a buyer and could announce a sale
before year-end. Jennifer Epstein, a spokeswoman at Duke Energy in Atlanta, referred
calls to spokespeople at its international division in Houston, who did not respond. 

CMS put its stake in the Loy Yang power plant up for sale in the first quarter of last
year and last December decided to write down its entire $267 million equity
investment in the Melbourne-based facility. “We have decided to exit the generation
market in Australia because it has not been as profitable as we initially expected,” says
Barnett. He adds CMS has not set a specific price tag on the plant and declined to

(continued on page 12)

LONDON UTILITY READIES $1.4B MTN 
PROGRAM TO FUND TXU ACQUISITIONS
London Electricity, the holding company for Electricité de France’s U.K. generation,
supply and wire assets, is in the process of arranging a GBP1 billion ($1.42 billion)
medium-term note program and is considering tapping the shelf shortly to refinance
some GBP500 million of recent acquisition costs.

Steve Bott, group finance manager in London, says the utility has hired BNP
Paribas to arrange the program and may use the French bank to underwrite the first
bond deal. “Bankers being bankers, [BNP] will no doubt want to lead the deal, but
nothing has been decided.” Any bond offering is unlikely to hit the market before

(continued on page 12)

TRIO OF COMPANIES NEARS EPA DEAL, 
BOND FINANCING LIKELY
Several major U.S. power companies, including Cinergy, PSEG Power and South
Carolina Public Service Authority, are close to reaching agreements with the United
States Environmental Protection Agency about cutting SO2 and NOx emissions from
their coal-fired generation units, a move that could result in several hundred million
dollars in bond financing. “In the main we’re looking at old, small, dirty units being
shut down and larger units refurbished,” according to an attorney at the EPA in
Washington, D.C. 

Cinergy has estimated the cost of buying and installing new pollution control
equipment at $1.4 billion, but this figure does not include the cost of shutting down or

(continued on page 12)
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other power players, given the impact on leverage ratios and
the current rating agency focus on the sector. Mini-perms were
initially pitched as facilities that would be taken out with
project level bonds, the banker says.  

—Peter Thompson

investor-owned utility, would become one of the 10 largest
U.S. utilities. A three-way tie up would create a global energy
company with a market capitalization of some $40 billion.

Calls to Ulrich Hartmann, chairman of E.on, Erhard
Schipporeit, ceo, and Josef Nelles, an E.on spokesman, were
not returned. Elizabeth McCarthy, cfo at DPL, also did not
return calls. James Rogers, president and ceo of Cinergy, and
Steve Brash, a company spokesman, declined all comment.

Bankers familiar with the matter say DPL has retained
Morgan Stanley to advise on a sale and Cinergy has hired
J.P. Morgan. Although E.on’s advisor could not be
ascertained by press time, a likely candidate would be
Goldman Sachs, as the bulge-bracket investment bank is
already advising E.on on its acquisition of U.K.-based
Powergen, the parent of LGE. Bankers at Morgan Stanley,
Goldman and J.P. Morgan did not return calls. 

E.on announced its acquisition of Powergen/LGE last April,
but the deal has yet to receive full regulatory approval. However,
the German utility has said that once the acquisition closes it will
look to expand further in the U.S. The Powergen acquisition

GERMAN GIANT
(continued from page 1)
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Quote Of The Week
“New York is in trouble. Big trouble.”—John O’Brien, principal at
Skipping Stone, warning attendees at a trading and marketing
conference in Las Vegas about The Big Apple’s vulnerability to spikes
in power prices this summer (see story, page 7). 

One Year Ago In Power Finance & Risk
TECO Power Services and Panda Energy International were
readying a $2.2 billion loan package to finance construction of
4,400 MW of greenfield generation capacity in Arizona and
Arkansas. The facility, led by Citibank and Société Générale,
consisted of a $1.7 billion five-year bullet loan and a $500 million
equity bridge loan covering the 2.5-year construction phase [The
deal wrapped in syndication in June, setting the high-water mark for
last year’s market. There was a 36% over-subscription on the bridge
loan and 62% over-subscription on the non-recourse chunk, after
base pricing of LIBOR plus 137.5 was lifted to 162.5 after initial
input from potential co-arrangers before the launch of syndication.] 

Calendar
Global Change Associates is holding the Green Trading
Summit: Emissions, Renewables and Negawatts, May 14-15 at
the McGraw-Hill Conference Center in New York. To register,
go to www.global-change.com/conferences.html 

did not return calls. A marketing official at E.on says the
company has renewed a three year multi-million euro deal with
Borussia Dortmund.

A desultory 1-1 draw away to Motherwell at the beginning
of the month sealed the fate of St. Johnstone Football Club,
sponsored by Scottish Hydro-Electric, ensuring they will be
relegated from the Scottish Premier League next season. Ray
Smethurst, marketing manager at Scottish Hydro-Electric’s
parent company Scottish and Southern Energy in Perth,
declined to comment on whether the company will renew its
sponsorship. He also declined to reveal the value on the deal.
“We’ve started to clear the decks,” notes Stewart Duff,
managing director of St. Johnstone FC. 

Meanwhile, Ipswich Town Football Club, sponsored by
TXU, is fighting to remain in the Premiership with two games
remaining at press time. “Like all true supporters we’re there for
the highs and the lows,” says Christian Judge, U.K. media
relations manager at TXU. Officials at Ipswich Town FC did
not return calls. 

—Victor Kremer

already has received regulatory approval in Europe, from state
regulators in Kentucky and from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, but has yet to get the nod from the Securities and
Exchange Commission. This is expected to occur next month.  

Just last December E.on had drawn up a shopping list of
possible acquisition targets in the U.S. This included Cinergy,
NiSource, CMS Energy, DTE Energy, Constellation Energy
and Allegheny Energy (PFR, 12/17).  

Commenting on the potential tie up, David Burks, a utility
analyst at J.J.B. Hilliard W. L. Lyons in Louisville, Ky., says,
“If E.on acquired both of these companies it would be ground-
breaking because it would be buying them as a package. But it
is [plausible] because there have been a lot of M&A rumors
surrounding all three.” 

Burks says that DPL and Cinergy would be good acquisitions
for E.on because their service territories are close together and
Cinergy is contiguous with LGE. He adds DPL has historically
been a efficient operator of its utility, Dayton Power & Light, and
Cinergy recently had its credit rating reaffirmed at Baa2/BBB+.

Cincinnati-based Cinergy serves two million gas and electricity
customers through utilities in Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. DPL
has some 500,000 retail customers in west-central Ohio. 

A London-based analyst says E.on would have no trouble
swallowing up the two utilities in one sitting. He notes E.on’s
war chest could swell to $35 billion after the sale of non-core
assets, if it decides to leverage itself.

—Amanda Levin Arnold 

All four power companies sponsor European soccer teams,
but while E.on and RWE’s teams currently lead Germany’s
Bundesliga, TXU’s club faces the drop from the U.K.
Premiership and Scottish Hydro-Electric’s team has already
been relegated from the Scottish Premier League. The spoils of
victory are name recognition for the sponsor through greater
television exposure and merchandizing sales: an increasingly
important factor for power companies looking to retain or
win retail customers in deregulated markets. Andrew Carrie,
director-fixed income research at Nomura International in
London, says sponsorship is worthwhile for power companies
that have a retail brand. RWE and E.on’s soccer sponsorships
are probably defensively motivated to retain retail customers
once deregulation in Germany is fully implemented, he adds. 

At press time German soccer teams Borussia Dortmund and
Bayer 04 Leverkusen, sponsored by E.on and RWE,
respectively, were leading the Bundesliga and faring well in the
European cup competitions. Officials at the clubs and RWE

RWE, E.ON
(continued from page 1)
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